
 
3.0    How to build the Drive Modules and Chassis 

Step 1 Buy the parts listed below: 
Quantity Item Price 

1 Through Bore Bearing -Long- 12 pack (REV-41-1329) 5.00 

1 Vex 4” Mecanum Wheel Set (2x Left, 2x Right) (RB-Inn-217) 59.99 

1 5MM x 135MM HEX Shaft - 4 Pack (REV-41-1349) 10.00 

1 20 Tooth #25 Sprocket - 4 pack (REEV-41-1340) 5.00 

1 26 Tooth #25 Sprocket - 4 Pack (REV-41-1342) 5.00 

4 HD HEX Motor (REV-41-1301) 4x(28.00) 

1 ½” Square Carbon Fiber Tubing  

 Total cost $196.99 

 
Step 2 Manufacture the parts shown below. 

3D print drive module outer section per drawing number: Drive.1.M 



 

Use a router to manufacture the main robot chassis per drawing number: Chassis.1.M 

 

3D print 2x VEX to REV wheel adapters 

3D print the Inner Motor Mount Drive Part per drawing number: Drive.2.M



 

3D print part 3 of the drive module per drawing number: Drive.3.M 



Manufacture 2x carbon fiber supports using carbon fiber tubing (see parts list) per 
drawing number: Drive.4.M 

Step 3 Assemble the parts as shown below. 
 

Begin by inserting two REV bore bearings (REV-41-1329) into their slots on the custom 
3D printed drive module part Drive.1.M.  They should be a loose fit. 

 



Custom cut a REV axle (REV-41-1349) to 5” then insert into the bottom hole on the 
drive module.  Slide the 20 Tooth #25 Sprocket (REV-41-1340) onto the shaft. 

 

Using 3D printed piece Drive.2.M attach the motor (REV-41-1301). 

 
 

Attach the drive module which has the motor attached to the outside drive module 
piece.  Insert the 26 tooth sprocket (REV-41-1342) onto the motor shaft before 
attaching the two halves. 



 

 
Slide the first of the two wheel to REV shaft adapters onto the shaft.  Insert the wheel 
(RB-Inn-217), and then slide the other onto the shaft, effectively sandwiching the 
mecanum wheel.  Bother conversion pieces will lock into the design on the wheel and 
secure it in place. 



 



 



 

 
Attach the two custom manufactured carbon fiber ½” tubing per drawing.  Then, slide 
both onto the pictured extrusions below.  Attach another through shaft bearing 
(REV-41-1329) onto the axle. To ensure proper fitting, make sure that the wide end of 
the bearing is facing the wheel. 



 



 

 
Attach the final innermost drive module part onto the two carbon fiber spacers and the 
axle. 



 

The process for building the remaining three drive modules nearly identical.  For both 
modules which are opposite of eachother, a respective mirrored module must be 
assembled.  Once all drive modules are complete, slide their slots onto the chassis 
attachment beams. Drive.3.M 



 

 

 


